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Dial-in
Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: https://duraspace.zoom.us/j/9963190968

Or iPhone one-tap :
US: +16468769923,,9963190968# or +16699006833,,9963190968# 
Or Telephone:
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location): 
US: +1 646 876 9923 or +1 669 900 6833 
Meeting ID: 996 319 0968
International numbers available: https://zoom.us/u/h6HCh

Agenda

# Time Item Information Who

1 5' New 
Leaders 
introducti
on

Welcome to the 2 new members of the LG:

Beate Rajski, Hamburg University of Technology and representative of the German Consortium, a new Platinum Member

César Augusto Olivares Poggi, representative of CONCYTEC. a new Platinum Member

Besides a brief intro, they will also share with the group their 3 priorities for DSpace.

Beate
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2 20' Chair 
and 
Steering 
Group

LG and SG Chair; SG structure, term limits, and next steps.

The Steering Group is composed by 9 members. There are 9 candidates for the SG so elections are not needed. Below is the list of nominees and their brief statements:

Salwa Ismail (Georgetown University)

I think this is a very exciting time for DuraSpace and DSpace with it. I am interested in being the Chair of the LG, because it would be an honor to work with the current group 
of passionate individuals to lead DSpace to achieve its goals with our products and membership. Having been the Chair in the past year, I feel this would help with some of the 
transition as well, connecting the past group's thinking with the current group's and ensuring that all the voices (from the most visionary idea to the most practical one from the 
loftiest of goals to the most specific one) are met and that everyone at the table --large to small institutions get the same voice and support with their ideas that will help 
DSpace get reinvigorated as we develop the new version of the product and the platform. 

João Mendes Moreira (FCCT)

As a Director of Scientific information at the Foundation for Science and Technology of Portugal I'm responsible for the management of both the national open access initiative 
and national CRIS programs. The reason why I'm joining this group is to lobby DSpace to improve integration with CRIS systems and, of course, to contribute with our 
experience and limited resources.

Lieven Droogmans (Atmire)

As Atmire is a very active code contributor to the DSpace project. I am interested in becoming a member of the Steering Group on behalf of Atmire to be able to continue to 
make sure that the work that Atmire does for the DSpace community is discussed on a frequent basis with other active members of the community. On a day to day basis, 
Atmire is involved in both out of the box as well as complex DSpace projects for our clients and thus represents a broad spectrum of DSpace users. Atmire has done many 
contributions to past releases of DSpace and it is key that DSpace remains to be a great choice for a repository solution. To help achieve that goal, Atmire has been 
contributing even more time and effort to the vision and development of DSpace 7 than before and will continue to do so. I am looking forward to working with the other 
Steering Group members to make these efforts count for the entire DSpace community.

Suardi Roberto (CINECA)

As a software architect of IRIS (Cineca's CRIS system) I have achived a strong experience in Institutional Repositories and in particular DSpace. CINECA has 75 installations 
of DSpace for IRIS and now we have decided to invest on the new version of Dspace - DSpace 6 for a newby product for student's thesis. So me and my consortium are really 
involved in DSpace and I hope our experience and requirements from our Universities could be useful in steering group.

Jyrki Ilva (National Library of Finland)

If you prefer to have some continuity from the previous Steering Committee, I can serve for another 1- or 2-year term

John Butler (University of Minnesota)

I'm excited. I believe that in its technical evolution and organization as a community, DSpace is so well positioned to greatly extend its global impact as a universal repository 
resource. Having just completed a multi-year term as Chair of the HathiTrust Program Steering Committee, I am interested in directing energy towards contributing to 
DSpace's advancement.

Maureen Walsh (The Ohio state University Library)

I would be very interested in continuing on the Steering Group. I believe it is vitally important to contribute to the sustainability of the DSpace community and to support 
community owned and controlled scholarly sharing infrastructure.

Susanna Mornati (4Science)

I have been serving the DSpace community since 2003, setting up the first Italian repository with DSpace and many other after that, worldwide. With my team I have 
undertaken the task of providing the community with a new UI and a new REST API for DSpace 7, and strongly contributed to the Entities WG, besides introducing RIMS and 
RDM functions, CERIF and OpenAIRE compliancy, SignPosting and ResourceSync (recommended by COAR NGR where we also contribute), and much more. I am 
promoting DSpace at numerous events and I am devoted to make DSpace more attractive to the community for a variety of use cases. I would be honored to contribute my 
expertise and experience to the Steering Group.

Pascal Becker (The Library Code)

DSpace is currently underlying big changes. In DSpace 6 we renewed the whole backend, for DSpace 7 we are working on the frontend. I’m working with DSpace on a daily 
base for almost six years now, I’m a committer since 4 years and I run a DSpace Service Provider for almost 3 years. Besides my deep technical knowldege of DSpace, I’m 
deeply involved in the community. For the fifth time I organize the DSpace Anwendertreffen. This year I was finally able to convince 25 German institutions to build a 
consortium that eases the way for German universities in becoming a DuraSpace member. I want to help smothing the transition from DSpace 6 to DSpace 7, to name and 
explain topics that are important especially but not only for European users of DSpace and to help to design the path for DSpace beyond its Version 7.

Salwa
/Mic

3 15' DSpace 
Budget

Tim's time allocation to DSpace and update on DSpace Entities WG first meeting Erin/Tim

4 20' LG and 
what 
now?

Decide our future trajectory and initiatives to focus, which to assign to SG to work on etc.

The link to the document that collects the 3 priorities Leaders have already shared: https://docs.google.com/document/d
/1B2AVV7643ivvR2sFrm_puf1NYLZmjFoJa4nm10LG4u0/edit

Summary document initiated by  : Susanna Mornati (4Science) https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1muEkhwFP2XwnwWYJvVzHEzeC6EMBA6asioOwZX9TZD0
/edit#gid=239487671

Salwa/All

Notes
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1muEkhwFP2XwnwWYJvVzHEzeC6EMBA6asioOwZX9TZD0/edit#gid=239487671
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1muEkhwFP2XwnwWYJvVzHEzeC6EMBA6asioOwZX9TZD0/edit#gid=239487671


1) New Leaders Introduction

The Leadership Group welcomes to new members: Beate Rajski from Hamburg University of Technology for the DSpace Consortium Germany and César 
Olivares for CONCYTEC. Both introduce themselves.

Beate Rajski: Hamburg University of Technology is DSpace user since 4 years now, using it for an Open Access repository. As we are using JSPUI and 
wanted to use ORCID we decided to move to DSpace-CRIS. We are now going to include research data and research information into our repository. 
While using an open source software, we always look on what we can give back to the community. Therefore we were very happy when Pascal Becker 
proposed to form a German Consortium and became a founding member of it.

César Olivares: I’m César Olivares from CONCYTEC. CONCYTEC is a governemant Body in Peru. We are member of a network of South American 
repositories that implemented the Driver guidelines and is going to implement the OpenAire guidelines. We’re running repositories in Peru base on 
DSpace, 120 of them on version 5, 30 of them on other versions. I was asked to bring three priorities to the meeting the other Leaders did in the last 
meeting: We are really looking forward to DSpace 7 and is important for us that we get a good release on time. Our second priority is that DSpace gets a 
good support for ORCID and becomes compliant with OpenAire 4. While saying it, I have in my mind the the OpenAire 4 guidlines are still being written. 
My third priority would be anything that helps for CRIS Entities in DSpace 7. 

Salwa Ismail welcomes both to the DSpace Leadership Group.

 

2) Chair and Steering Group

Salwa Ismail is happy that she can continue her work as chair of the DSpace Leadership group. 

Nine members of the Leadership group applied for a chair on the Steering Group:

Sala Ismail from Gerogetown University
João Mendes Moreira from FCCT
Lieven Droogmans from Atmire
Suardi Roberto from CINECA
Jyrki Ilva from National Library of Finland
John Butler from University of Minnesota
Maureen Walsh from Ohio State University Library
Susanna Mornati from 4 Science
Pascal Becker from The Library Code

Salwa Ismail and Michele Menielli: As we have nine seats and nine candidates we do not need to vote on this. The Leadership Group will meet every four 
weeks. All members of the Steering Group are members of the Leadership Group and will be part of the Leadership Group Meetings. They furthermore 
meet all four weeks as Steering Group only the nine of them, in between of the Leadership Group meetings. Following the Steering Group members have 
meetings every second week.

Michele Mennielli: The term for a membership of the Leadership Group is 3 years. As DuraSpace wants to have some continuity in the Steering Group, 
three of nine seats in the Steering group should be voted for three years. That means that every year 3 sets will be filled with new members for the next 
year, three seats are taken by people that were voted a year before and remain for another two years (unless they are voted to Steering again) and three 
people were serving two years in Steering already and will have another year until they have to leave Steering or be voted again to Steering. As we have a 
completely new Steering Group this year, we should decide who is on Steering for the next year, for the next two years and who for the next three years. 
From next year on, people will be nominated for a three year term.

Salwa Ismail proposes to the Leadership Group that from next year on people representing Service Providers should not be members of the steering 
group. That would mean that the Three people representing Serivce Providers would be part of the Steering Group for one year.

Jyrki Ilva would like to serve for maybe one or two years, as he has been serving already previously in the Steering group. In his opinion, it is very useful to 
have Service Providers in the Steering group as they do a lot of work for the project.

Lieven Droogmans explains that as the Leadership Group is not meeting so often, it is not so close to the day to day work. Currently 80% of the work for 
Dspace 7 is done by two service providers. Would it make sense to have them in the Leadership Group but not in the Steering group?

Kristi Park agrees to have Service Providers represented in Steering. Maybe it is a good idea to give the persons that have been for some time in Steering 
the chance to rotate out sooner and let the new members serve longer periods.

Salwa Ismail proposes to put the Service Providers on different terms to always have at least one in the Steering Group.

Erin Tripp reminds that the seats in the Steering Group cannot be guaranteed to Serivce Providers as the seats are a matter of votes. 

Susanna Mornati  suggest to decide later on the terms of the Steering members. The Steering group was just formed and haven’t met yet for the first time. 
She suggests to take some time to see how it is working out before deciding on this matter. She notices as a curious remark that most of steering 
members are coming from Europe.

César Olivares asks if there are any disadvantages to have Service Providers on Steering?

Salwa Ismail explains her idea: While the Service Providers are doing important work for the Community, Salwa would like to avoid a situation where 
different Service Providers would like to lead the community into different directions. She doesn’t want anyone to get the idea that DSpace is steered by 
commercial providers instead of the community itself and prefers to have people working on repositories, coming from museums or libraries in the Steering 
group. But maybe the service providers representatives are just one voice and one perspective. 

Lieven Droogmans says that he tried to always bring the perspective of Atmire’s clients and not of the Atmire itself into Steering. Therefore differences 
between opinions of Service Providers and museums or libraries may not be so huge.



Michele Mennielli says on the view DuraSpace that Service Providers are doing a tremendous work, so they need to have a role in the governance. 
DuraSpace decided to offer the Service Providers of the partner tier a seat in the Leadership group and talked about a seat in Steering. DuraSpace 
decided not to mention any limits for anyone to be voted to steering, because that is the decision of the Leadership Group and not up to DuraSpace. That 
said of course Michele shares the concerns of Salwa that the project should not appear to the community to be influenced by commercial vendors. In the 
past everyone worked on the same goal: to make DSpace great. This year it is more complicated. As there are only nine candidates there will be no real 
votes. With this in mind it may difficult to explain why three of nine members in the steering group are representing Service Providers. But they do not 
represent their companies only, they do represent their clients as well and they are very active members of the community.

Salwa Ismail summarize that for now all three Service Providers will be part of the Steering group. She thanks Lieven Droogmans for pointing out his point 
of view and Susanna for proposing to postpone the decision. First steering meeting will be in two weeks. She would prefer that someone else is chairing 
the Steering Group so that the Steerer’s chair and she can work together.

Michele Menielle points out that not all steerers are present in the meeting today. Salwa and he will prepare the next Steering group’s meeting and the 
chair should be voted there.

Lieven Droogmans proposes that the chair should not be a representative of a Service Provider.

3) DSpace Budget

Erin Tripp present the current budget for DSpace. The membership drive has been terrific for this year. For the first time since several years DSpace 
reached its goal for the membership campaign. The budget is at $259,901 for 2018. That’s 106% of the membership campaign goal. This could be an 
opportunity to allocate more of Tim Donohue’s time on DSpace as it was discussed several times before. With DSpace 7 we are at a crucial point where it 
would be great to be able to use more of Tim’s time. In the past Tim has bin working on DSpace between 70 and 75% of his time. Erin proposes to raise 
that to 90% for the rest of 2018. For the for coming months this would cost approx. $15,000. The DSpace’s budget would still have a good income of 
~$40,000 that can be saved or spend by the Leadership group. She proposes to send an E-Mail to all Leaders, asking them to vote with either +1, 0 or -1, 
following the rules of the Apache community. In the past there have never bin a chance to build a budgetary reserve.

Salwa Ismail thanks Michele for helping to achieve this year’s membership campaign goal.

Pascal Becker says that he is happy to finally hear that more of Tim Donohue’s time can be allocated to DSpace. As Tim is hired by DuraSpace for 100%, 
Pascal would like to know what Tim’s tasks have been within the remaining 25-30% of his time and what would happen to them.

Erin Tripp answers that in preparing this proposal DuraSpace was looking on how they could reallocate these tasks to other staff and that that would be 
possible. For 2019 the Leadership Group would still need to decide how much Time would be allocated to DSpace, but other staff would are available to 
pick up Tim’s tasks beside the DSpace project itself.

Lieven Droogmans wants to know why we don’t acquire 100% of Tim’s time?

Erin and Tim point out that the remaining 10% would be needed to transfer knowledge and to onboard DuraSpace’s staff on the other services and tasks 
that Tim was working on. In 2019 it would be possible to acquire 100% of Tim’s time for DSpace.

Salwa Ismail says that having Tim working 100% of his time on DSpace would be very helpful with regard to the priorities that Leaders specified in the last 
meeting. But she also asks if this decision would tear the Leadership Group to acquire Tim’s time by 100% in 2019?

Erin Tripp assures that this is not happening but would bring DSpace in a good position to do so. While it is great to have options, the proposal is specific 
to 2018 and everything else would have to be decided when the Leadership group will discuss the budget for 2019 which is planned for the coming fall. 
She will send out a vote to be answered until Tuesday next week. 

Pascal Becker proposes to use Slack instead of E-Mail. Michele points out that some Leaders are still not using Slack. Erin reminds that DSpace is using 
Slack on a free plan and therefore has no archive, while E-Mails to the group’s list are archived. Pascal withdraws his proposal to use Slack for votes.

4) LG and what now? 

Salwa Ismail thanks to Susanna for providing a spreadsheet summarizing the priorities specified by the Leaders. She asks how the Leaders would like to 
continue working on those.

Lieven Droogmans suggests to look out on how other projects of DuraSpace are weighting votes in such cases.

Pascal Becker recommends letting the steering group prepare something for the Leadership group. While it would be hard to discuss the priorites with 
more than twenty Leaders at the same time, it would be easier to do this in a group of nine Steerers. He would let the Steerers decide if they come up with 
a list of priorities they want the Ledership group to vote for or against it of whether they just proposes a way weight and rank the priorities. Susanna 
Mornati’s spreadsheet is really helpful and she did a great job, but as she pointed out within the spreadsheet it is still unweighted.

Michele Mennielli asks to consider that while Steerers has to prepare decisions and actions of the Leadership group they still have to do this on the ground 
of the community’s priorities. With 23 members in the Leadership group it would be always possible to form Working Groups beside the Steering Group to 
work focused on special issues. Fedora was using the idea of Working Groups lately. In general, he agrees with Pascal Becker that moving forward with 
the list of priorities could and should be prepared by the Steering group. 

Pascal Becker replies that the number of Working Groups are still limited as every Workin Group needs to get resources from DuraSpace, for example 
time of Tim of Michele or other staff of DuraSpace. Therefor the Leadership group should decide which issue is worth a Working Group and which has to 
be postponed depending on the community’s priorities.

Susanna Mornati points out that she had to merge several priorities together and simplify them to get to a spreadsheet that gives an overview. She asks 
everyone to not take the list for granted, but to check if it represents everyone’s priorities correctly. She will update the spreadsheet to include the priorities 
of the two new Leaders Beate Rajski and César Olivare. 



At the end of the meeting Salwa Ismail recaps that Michele Mennielli and she and me will setup the next meeting of the Steering group and the next 
meeting of the Leadership group. The Steering group can discuss the points how to move forward with the priorities may prepare something for the 
Leadership group’s meeting in October. Erin Tripps says that she will prepare information about DSpace’s budget of the next four months for the next 
meeting of the Leadership group.

 

ACTION ITEMS

Salwa Ismail ,  : Send a doodle for the next meeting of Steering groupand prepare that meeting.Michele Mennielli

Salwa Ismail ,  : Prepare and invite to the next meeting of the Leadership Group in October.Michele Mennielli

Erin Tripp Send out vote about the allocation of Tim's time to DSpace.

Erin Tripp : Prepare information about DSpace’s budget for the next four months (rest of this year).

Steering Group: Discuss how to move on with the community’s priorities
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